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Aamina (case example) 246–8
abandonment 134, 136, 188
abuse (ill-treatment; cruelty) 230
  autism spectrum disorder and 90
  in care/by caregivers 3, 104–5
  personality disorder and 226–7
  psychotherapy in 136
  sexual see sexual abuse
acting out 135
adolescents and young adults
  assessment 62
  autism spectrum disorder 89–90
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  seeking support 165
  see also transition to adulthood
adult(s) (and later life)
  assessment 16, 62–5
  autism spectrum disorder and 82–3
  care staff functioning and attachment in 151–71
  with severe ID, key factors in interventions 145
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  emotional development and its implications for 174
Adult Attachment Interview
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  autism spectrum disorder 82–3, 85
  criticisms 18
  excerpts from 151–2
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  case example 210, 212, 213, 214
Adult Attachment Q sort 63
Adult Attachment Questionnaire 63
Adult Attachment Scale 63
adult attachment styles, expanded model 248
Adult Attachment Styles (scale) 63, 64
affect (negative) and insecure attachment 229
Ainsworth, Mary 14, 60, 259
Ambulance (in Adult Attachment Projective Picture System) 203, 206, 213
anniversaries 176
antenatal screening 34–5
antisocial personality disorder (ASPD) 228, 237, 239
anxious-ambivalent/resistant insecure attachment 15, 16
assessment of 60
  romantic relationships and 248
anxious-avoidant insecure attachment 15, 16
assessment of 60, 63
  personality disorder and offending and 229, 232, 233, 236, 237
  romantic relationships and 248, 249
  sexuality and 253, 254
arousal cycle 176, 181
assessment (and measures) 59–78, 119, 232–4
adults see adults
autism spectrum disorder 84–6, 86–9
case examples 73–5, 178, 189–90
challenging behaviour 112–13
children 60–2
developed specifically for intellectual disability 66–70
for psychotherapy 139–44
strengths and limitations 70–2
trauma and 199
Attachment Q-sort (AQS) 69
autism spectrum disorder 84–5
attuned care 44, 173, 175, 176–7, 181
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 79–103
assessment of attachment 84–6
case examples 49–52, 91–7
clinical practice 86–97
diagnosis of 79, 81, 82, 84
impact on family 35–6
early social development and 81–2
autonomous secure attachment see secure autonomous attachment
aversive methods (punishment) 106, 114, 118
avoidant insecure attachment see anxious-avoidant insecure attachment
bereavement 125, 126
case example 250, 252
best interests 107, 136, 181
Billy (case example) 223–4, 234–5
blank-screen approach 134–5
borderline personality disorder (BPD) 140, 227–8, 235, 239
boundaries (professional) 51, 177–80, 181, 183
Bowlby, John 9–14, 105, 153
caregiving system and 251
trauma and 105, 199–200
brain and neuroscience 21–2
Brief Symptom Inventory 139
bullying 201–2, 208–9, 215–16
case example 213–15
Care Index for Infants 61
Care Index for Toddlers 61
caregivers (carers)
abuse by 3, 104–5
formal/professional/in general see professional caregivers
informal
parents see parents
romantic relationships and 251–3
Cemetery (in Adult Attachment Projective Picture System) 203, 210, 213
challenging behaviour 104–29
autism spectrum disorder 91
child (children)
assessment 60–2
development see development
individual therapy with severe disability 132–3
internal working models and 13 of parents with ID 257–61
see also adolescents; early childhood; infant; separation
Child Development Team (CDT) in case examples
autism spectrum disorder 49–50, 52
cerebral palsy 25
Christine (case example) 130, 131–2, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 145–6
Circle of Security 23, 162, 163, 166
classification of attachment 14–16, 60–2
cognitive abilities in assessment 66
case example 191
cognitive development,
acknowledging person’s level of 108–9
collaborative formulation 90, 95
commitment, ongoing 124–6
communication
difficulties (and their management) 230
in autism spectrum disorder 80, 83
nurturing 183
community-based services 131
compassionate care 103, 105, 118, 123, 125
complaints, ongoing, families presenting with 45–52
conditioning models 111–12
confidence (therapist’s) 135
confidentiality 135, 180, 184, 187
confirmation (to client) 157–8
consent 112–13, 181, 185–6, 208
informed 185–6, 187, 207, 254
consistency (staff) 53, 175, 181
constraint 206
CONTACT (video-feedback intervention) 152, 157, 159, 160, 167
contact, physical 177
containment 53, 117–18, 187
challenging behaviour 117–18
pathological mourning 205
contract, therapeutic 183, 184–5
control, language of 112
Corner (in Adult Attachment Projective Picture System) 203, 204, 208, 210, 211, 214
countertransference 186
creative engagement 43, 53–4
criticisms of attachment theory 19
Crittenden’s Dynamic Maturational Model of attachment 17, 61–2
cruelty see abuse
culture 18–19
current relationships 162, 250
assessing 63, 68, 118
Dana (case example) 252–3
death (loss through) 199
case example 252, 255
see also bereavement; loss; mourning
defensive processing 199, 205
Departure (in Adult Attachment Projective Picture System) 203, 206
dependency
overdependency 246
realistic 111–12
derealization 206, 208, 213
despair (at separation) 10
detachment (at separation) 10
development
adversity in 225, 230–2, 239
emotional see emotional development
social (early), and autism spectrum disorder 81–2
diagnosis
autism spectrum disorder see autism spectrum disorder
family-centred 54
impact of 35–40
differentiation stage in early emotional development 143, 146
dismissing attachment 63
adults and care staff and 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 164, 166
disorganized attachment 14, 15, 16, 61, 155
assessment 61
challenging behaviour and 109, 110
drawings in house, tree, person
test 141–2
Dyadic Developmental
Psychotherapy 23
Dynamic Maturational Model of
attachment 17, 60–1
dynamics (attachment) 65, 130–50
interviews about 66
psychotherapy and 130–50
early childhood 152
autism spectrum disorder and
social development in 81–2
emotional development see
emotional development
object relations 152
trauma 90
ejection, resisting 116–17
emotion(s) 116–17, 233–5
in assessment of challenging
behaviour 113
problems/disorders/distress 45,
224–5, 229, 233
externalizing or
internalizing 236
personality disorder and 235–7
regulation 229–30
in therapy 187–8
secure attachment and 173,
229, 233
understanding 116–17
emotional development 142–4,
146–8, 180
acknowledging person’s level
of 108–9
becoming stuck/uncompleted/
arrested 144, 173–4, 174, 194
case example 178–9
eyearly, observation 142–4
later life implications 174
Mahler’s phases of 174
stages/phases 142–4, 146–8
emotional safety and security 21,
113, 125, 146, 174–80
emotional support 172–91
empathy 123–4
ending of period of
psychotherapy 188–9
engagement 162–4
creative 43, 53–4
excessive attachment
behaviours 160–1
externalizing of emotional
problems 236
extroversion 236
families
diagnosis and support centring
on 54
grieving models 40–2
presenting with ongoing
complaints 45–52
see also parents
father see parents
feedback
in psychotherapy 135
video see video feedback
follow-up 122, 125, 182, 225
formulation
attachment-focused 54
case examples 92, 95, 178
collaborative 90, 95
shared with staff teams 180–2
generations, transmission of
attachment across 18, 21, 153–4
‘good enough care’ 172, 173,
175–6, 181
Grace (case examples)
first patient named so 49–52
second patient named so 258–9
grief 40–2
family models of grieving 40–2
unresolved see unresolved losses
group level, functioning at 140
Gunel (case example) 254–6
history (personal - of attachment) 173, 180
in assessment for psychotherapy 139
continuing presentation of 110–11 fragmentation 109
staff 166
holding 117–18
house, tree, person test 141–2
human needs 104, 124, 125, 175, 177, 194

ideas shared with staff teams 180–2
independence
in autism spectrum disorder and transition to adulthood 89, 90
program, case example 238, 239
individual (person)
history see history
permanence 160–1
therapy 132–3, 138–9, 182–3
individuation stage in early emotional development 143, 173, 174
infant, assessment 61
infant–parent psychotherapy 23–4
Infant Strange Situation 61, 63, 68
informed consent 185–6, 187, 207, 254
insecure attachment 9, 14, 15, 16, 60, 229
anxious-ambivalent see anxious-ambivalent/resistant insecure attachment
anxious-avoidant see anxious-avoidant insecure attachment
emotional regulation and 229
insecurity 113
institutional/residential care
abuse 104–5
adolescents 156
intellectual capacity assessment 139–44
interactions (adult client–staff) 146, 152, 156–9, 160
intergenerational transmission of attachment 18, 21, 153–4
internal working models 12–14
internalizing of emotional problems 236
International Association for the Scientific Study of ID Special Interest Research Group on Parents and Parenting with ID (IASSID SIRG) 258
interventions 22–7, 120–1
attachment-focused 54
autism spectrum disorder 91, 97
case example 51
challenging behaviour 106, 117, 118, 120–1
case example 107, 108, 126–7
emotional support, case examples 178–9, 190–2
severe disabilities see severe disabilities
see also psychotherapy
interview (clinical), autism spectrum disorder 86–7
intimate relationships 244–65
development 245–8
romantic relationships 64, 65, 248–57
introversion 236, 237
Isa (case example) 91–3
joint hypothesis in behavioural assessment 113–15, 120, 124
June (case example) 209–12
Leah (case example) 93–6
Lisa (case example) 73–5
loss(s) 19–20
autism spectrum disorder and 90–1
by death see death
of ‘healthy child’ 33–58
mourning for see mourning
past 20, 40, 41
proximal 20
unresolved see unresolved losses
Mahler’s phases of emotional development 174
Manchester Attachment Scale – Third Party (MAST) 69–70, 71, 72, 76
  case example 73, 74
Marital Q sort 63
Matt (case example) 189–92
  meanings, understanding 186–7
measures of attachment see assessment
memories of attachment relationships, examining 63
Mental Capacity Act (2005) 6, 107, 181
mental health assessment (for psychotherapy) 139
  attachment influencing 11, 16, 164
  see also wellbeing
mental representation see representation
Mike (case example) 178–80
mindfulness 117, 182
  parents 21
mindless vs mindful state 21
mind-mindedness 21, 28, 191
mindset 165–6, 167
mother see parents
mourning 197–222
  failed 200, 207
  pathological/complicated 41, 197–222
  adults with ID 197–222
  case examples 209–15
  unresolved see unresolved losses
negative affect and insecure attachment 229
negative reinforcement 115
neuroscience 21–2
neuroticism 235
normalization 111
nurturing care 176–7, 181, 183
object relations 106, 142
  technique 140–1
observations
  autism spectrum disorder 87–9, 88
  early emotional development 142–4
  offending 230–1, 232–3, 236, 239
  one-person level, functioning at 140
  oppositional behaviour 225, 231
overdependency 246
parents (incl. mother and other informal caregivers) 33–58
  in autism spectrum disorder 83, 85, 86, 89–90
  as cause 80
  becoming a parent 34–5
  people with ID 257–61
caregiving abilities 42–4
diagnosis and its impact on 33–40
  internal working models and 13
  mental representation 37, 154, 156
  neuroscientific developments 21
  psychotherapy involving infant and 23–4
resolution or its absence see resolution; unresolved losses
  system of caregiving 12
  see also families; intergenerational transmission of attachment; separation
past losses 20, 40, 41
Patrick (case example) 249–50
Pauline (case example) 250–1
Peer Attachment Interview 63, 64
permanence, person 160–1
person see individual
personality disorder 225–8, 235–7, 239
  antisocial (ASPD) 228, 239
  borderline (BPD) 140, 227–8, 235, 239
  emotion and 235–7
physical contact 177
positive behaviour support 106, 119–22
positive reinforcement 115
post-traumatic stress disorder 235
practising stage in early emotional development 143, 147
pre-individuation phase 146, 174
premature birth 42, 43
prenatal screening 34–5
preoccupation with personal suffering 200, 209
preoccupied attachment 63, 64
care staff and 158, 159, 160, 164, 165, 166
Preschool Assessment of Attachment 61–2
preterm (premature) birth 42, 43
professional caregivers (staff/team) 151–71
adult attachment and functioning of 151–71
autism spectrum disorder and working with 88, 90–1
challenging behaviour and 115–27
emotional security and development through support of 174–80
ideas and formulation shared between 180–2
introducing attachment concepts to, case example 115–16
management 160–4
risk and resilience 164–6
separation by 202
splitting in care team 53, 124
sufficient amount of 138
training and support 138, 180, 182, 191
understanding their attachment strategies 17
workshops 118
projective tests 139–44
protest (at separation) 10
proximal development, zone of 17
proximal losses 20
psychological health and wellbeing see mental health; wellbeing
psychotherapy 23–4, 130–50
assessment for 139–44
case example 26
presenting issues and how to work with them 136–7
working through 182–94
see also interventions
punishment (aversive methods) 106, 114, 118
Q-sorts 16, 62, 63, 65, 68, 69
autism spectrum disorder 84–5
questions to inform clinical observation of attachment strategies 80
rapprochement in early emotional development 143, 148, 179
Reaction to Diagnosis Interview (RDI) 37, 38, 39–40, 43
realistic dependency 111–12
reality orientation 108–9
referral 119–20, 125
case examples 107–8
reflection 124–6, 184
refrigerator mother 80
reinforcement (of behaviour) 106
negative 115
positive 115
rejection 134, 136, 253, 256
Relationship Scales Questionnaire (RSQ) 232
Relationships Questionnaire (RQ) 63, 64, 232, 233, 236
reliability (staff/therapists) 137, 175, 181
representation (mental) of attachment 151–67
Adult Attachment Projective and coding of 205, 208
mental health and 164–5
mindset and 166
representational assessment 199
support seeking and 165
residential care see institutional/residential care
resilience, professional 164–6
resolution, parental 37–8
reward 106
  interventions based on 91
risk, professional 164–6
romantic relationships 64, 65, 248–57
Rusty (case example) 231–2, 237–8
safety see security and safety
Sally and Tyrone (case example of couple) 260–1
School-aged Assessment of Attachment 62
screening, antenatal 34–5
secure autonomous attachment 13, 15
  adults and care staff functioning
  and 151, 152, 155, 157, 159,
  165, 166
  in assessment 60, 63, 64, 65, 68,
  69, 70
autism spectrum disorder and 83, 84, 85
  disability and 39–40
  emotions and 173, 229, 233
  intimate relationships and 244,
  245, 248, 249, 250, 251, 259,
  260, 261
  personality disorder and offending
  and 226, 229, 232, 233, 236,
  237, 239
Secure Base Safe Haven Observation (SBSHO) 68–9, 70, 71, 72, 76
secure unit 138, 213
security and safety 5, 138
  emotional 21, 113, 125, 146,
  174–80
  five conditions for 113
  in therapy 184–5, 192–3
  see also Circle of Security
Security Scale, autism spectrum disorder 85
segregated systems 199, 206, 207, 208
  case example 210, 212
self, sense of 90, 140, 148, 173, 200
self-injury/self-harm 125, 136
  case examples 92, 234, 235
Self-report Assessment of Attachment Security (SRAAS) 66–8, 70, 71, 72,
  73, 74
separation
  Bowlby on 10, 105
  by professionals or systems of care 202
  strange situation (procedure) see strange situation
services
  community-based 131
  emotional support and role of 172–91, 193–4
  severe disabilities 108–9
  interventions
    individual therapy 132–3
    key factors 144–6
  limited independence 111
sex offenders 230
sexual abuse and assault 225, 230, 256
  case examples 209, 211, 213, 231
sexual behaviour, inappropriate 230, 231, 237, 256
sexuality 253–7
Shanice (case example) 256–7
social development (early) and autism spectrum disorder 81–2
sorrow, chronic 41
splitting in care team 53, 124
staff see professional caregivers
Stephanie (case example) 46–9
stereotyped behaviours 87, 162
  case examples 95, 107, 108
Steven (case example) 147
strange situation (procedure) 14, 15, 16, 18, 60, 84
  infant 61, 63, 68
styles of attachment 60
  adult, expanded model 248
assessment see assessment
emotions and 233, 236
intimate relationships and 248–9
personality disorder and 236
support
  of carers 124–6, 138
emotional 172–91
family-centred 54
seeking 175
  in trauma and chronic unresolved
  mourning 202
  case examples 212, 214–15
wellbeing benefiting from 162
Sylvie (case example) 25–7
termination of period of
  psychotherapy 188–9
Terry (case example) 213–15
theory (of attachment) 1–32
care staff and 153–5
challenging behaviour and 104–29
criticisms of 19
development 9–17
disability psychotherapy and 172–3
reactions to diagnosis and 36–40
therapeutic (client–therapist/staff)
  relationship 156, 182–9
assessment and the 70
emotionally-nurturing 183–4
ruptures and endings 188–9
three-person level, functioning at 140
Tom (case example) 107–8, 110–11,
  115–16, 123, 126–7
Tommie (case example) 159
toolkit of assessments 72, 76
touch 117
training, staff 138, 180, 182, 191
transference 115, 186
transition to adulthood 165
  autism spectrum disorder and 89–90
Transition to Adulthood Attachment
  Interview 62
trauma (past) 90–1, 197–222
  autism spectrum disorder and 90–1
Bowlby and 105, 199–200
definition 198–201
implications for research and
  practice 216–17
mourning of see mourning
psychotherapy 136–7
trauma-informed care 131, 138–9
see also abuse
trust in psychotherapy 133, 134, 135,
  137, 138, 145, 146, 147, 148
two-person level, functioning at 140
Tyrone and Sally (case example of
couple) 260–1
understanding
  language of 112
  of meanings 186–7
unresolved losses (grief and
  mourning), chronic
  adults with ID 200, 205, 206, 207
  case examples 209–15
care staff and adult
  attachment 155, 157
parents 37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 202
  from past 20
video analysis research in autism
  spectrum disorder 81, 82
video feedback 23, 24, 156, 158, 159, 162
CONTACT 152, 157, 159, 160, 167
video interaction guidance
  (VIG) 22–3
violence 230, 239
  personality disorder and 225–6
wellbeing, psychological 80–1, 113
assessment 139
  support from staff contributing
  to 162
see also abuse; mental health
Window (in Adult Attachment
  Projective Picture
  System) 203, 210
Winnicott, W.C. 144, 172
Winterbourne View Hospital 3, 104–5, 202
working through therapy 182–94
workshops, staff 118

young adults see adolescents and young adults

Zoltan (carer in case example) 252–3
zone of proximal development 17